
In The Sun Bracelet 
 

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
26      Bead Gallery® natural bone beads rondell, mixed size 7-9mm 
 (16726) 
01 Bead Gallery® green garnet faceted stone connector 22x32mm  
 (18235) 
02 Bead Gallery® mossy meadow stone drops 4x20mm pendants 
 (20392) 
27 Bead Gallery® gold iris hematine stone 1x4mm square beads 
  (12816) 
07 Bead Gallery® Prehnite stone nugget 9x15mm beads (18325) 
03 gold tone tone 4mm jump ring 
01 gold tone lobster clasp small 
120” Brown 3-ply waxed linen cording 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
 
Time: 45 minutes 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Intermediate to advanced 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Cut 3 lengths of 40” cording. 
2. Bring strands together, string left side green garnet 

connector to center of strands. 
3. Bring ends together, string bone, and form a simple 

knot. 
4. Separate strands 5 and 1. 
5. 1 Strand – String nugget, (hematine, nugget) repeat 

4 times, nugget, form a simple knot, bone, and form 
a simple knot.  

6. 5 Strand – Bring 5 strands together and form a simple 
knot at base of first bone bead from step 3. 

7. String bone, form a simple knot (repeat 1 time.) 
8. String 21 bone beads. 
9. Bring strands 1 through 5 together and string bone 

bead. 
10. Separate strands into 2’s. Braid strands to ¾” and 

form an overhand knot. Pull knot tight. 



11.  Separate strands into 2’s. Dangle 1 – Bring 2 strands 
together, form an overhand knot, String 7 hematine, 
form an overhand knot. Trim end of cording and fray. 

12. Repeat on other 4 strands (dangle 2 & 3). 
13. Using 4mm jump ring, attach stone pendants to right 

loop on connector. 
14. Using 4mm jump ring, connect lobster clasp to right 

loop on connector. 


